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1 Introduction 

1.1 Objective of this document 

The objective of this document is to describe how to use WawiLib to monitor and modify variables of 

different types, formats and sizes.   

WawiWatchUsb.ino, a demo sketch supplied with the WawiSerialUsb library, will be used to explain 

the concepts. The example sketch declares a number of variables and arrays of variables. WawiLib 

will be used to observe and modify these variables on your PC. 

You may ask yourself: Why this demo? The user’s interface of WawiLib is quite simple. You will 

discover possibilities in this document that are not documented in the getting started tutorials for 

USB, Ethernet and WiFi. 

1.2 Software and hardware requirements 

The Arduino IDE (in this example 1.8.15) and WawiLib V2.0.x both need to be installed on your PC. 

The demo runs with licensed and unlicensed versions of WawiLib. During the grace period of 2 

months, you can test and use all functions without registration. After this period registration is 

required in order to access all functions. At this time registration is free. In the future a small 

contribution might be required to register in order to support the website.  

WawiLib supports multiple interface types: serial, software Serial, USB, USB-native, TCP/IP, UDP/IP 

via Ethernet or WiFi. In this demo, the USB programming port of the Arduino is used as the 

communication interface between WawiLib and the Arduino shield. 

The hardware you need is an Arduino board, a USB programming cable and a Windows PC (32 or 64 

bit).  In this demo, we will use the Arduino MEGA board but other boards can be used in a similar or 

even identical way. For compatibility of boards, go to www.sylvestersolutions.com. 

1.3 Required user experience 

The concepts of this document build further on the tutorial “Getting started WawiLib programming 

port”. Some knowledge of the C programming language, especially how variables are represented in 

memory, is an advantage. 
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2 THE “WawiWatchUSB” Demo sketch example 
Many of the Arduino libraries come with examples. WawiLib is not an exception. In this demo, we 

will use the sketch called WawiWatchUsb.ino 

 Open the demo using the menu File\Examples\WawiSerialUsb\WawiWatchUsb in the 

Arduino IDE. 

 Compile and download the sketch to your board. 

#include <WawiSerialUsb.h> 
 

WawiSerialUsb WawiSrv; 
 
// test variables for demo: 

bool demoBool = true; 
char demoChar = 'C'; 
unsigned char demoUChar = 46; 

int demoInt = -10; 
unsigned int demoUInt = 12; 
long demoLong = 0x1212; 

unsigned long demoULong = 0x1313; 
float demoFloat = 3.14152; 
double demoDouble = 3.14152; 

 
bool demoBoolAr[10] = { 0,0,1,1,0,1,0,1,1,1 }; 
char demoCharAr[25] = "Hello world."; 

unsigned char demoUCharAr[10]; 
int demoIntAr[10]; 
unsigned int demoUIntAr[10]; 

long demoLongAr[10]; 
unsigned long demoULongAr[10]; 
float demoFloatAr[10]; 

double demoDoubleAr[10]; 
 

// make variables of interest known to WawiLib: 
// this function is used in WawiSrv.begin(....) 
void wawiVarDef() 

{ 
    WawiSrv.wawiVar(demoBool); 
    WawiSrv.wawiVar(demoChar); 

    WawiSrv.wawiVar(demoUChar); 
    WawiSrv.wawiVar(demoInt); 
    WawiSrv.wawiVar(demoUInt); 

    WawiSrv.wawiVar(demoLong); 
    WawiSrv.wawiVar(demoULong); 
    WawiSrv.wawiVar(demoFloat); 

    WawiSrv.wawiVar(demoDouble); 
 
    WawiSrv.wawiVarArray(demoBoolAr); 

    WawiSrv.wawiVarArray(demoCharAr); 
    WawiSrv.wawiVarArray(demoUCharAr); 
    WawiSrv.wawiVarArray(demoIntAr); 

    WawiSrv.wawiVarArray(demoUIntAr); 
    WawiSrv.wawiVarArray(demoLongAr); 

    WawiSrv.wawiVarArray(demoULongAr); 
    WawiSrv.wawiVarArray(demoFloatAr); 
    WawiSrv.wawiVarArray(demoDoubleAr); 

} 
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void setup() 
{ 

    Serial.begin(115200); 
    WawiSrv.begin(wawiVarDef, Serial, "My Arduino"); 
} 

 
void loop() 
{ 

    WawiSrv.loop(); 

} 

 

The demo sketch contains a series of variables declared as (static) variables in the sketch. For each 

variable type an array example is included in order to demonstrate the use of arrays with WawiLib.  

You will see that all these variables are declared as static variables (e.g. outside of {}). Why? WawiLib 

determines the address and size of a variable once by calling the function wawiVarDef() when a new 

variable is added in the variable table of WawiLib-PC. From then on, it remembers the address and 

size of a variable. If a variable would be declared locally in a function, it would be created and 

destroyed on the stack every loop. So, visualizing such a variable does not make a lot of sense 

because a real time application cycles through its main loop very fast and continuously in order to 

keep all services running (other types of approaches for automation application are possible but 

rarely used). 

All data traffic is done in the WawiSrv.loop() and WawiSrv.delay() functions. Therefore, make sure 

that these functions are called without large interruptions. If you have a local loop, you might 

consider calling WawiSrv.loop() additionally in that loop. If you want to add a delay to your sketch do 

not call delay() but call WawiSrv.delay() instead. WawiSrv.delay() splits the entire waiting interval in 

small fragments and calls WawiSrv.loop() and delay() repeatedly. In this way, communication with 

WawiLib on the PC remains active and you get a swift response form WawiLib on the PC. 

How does the communication between WawiLib and the Arduino board work?  

The PC is the master of the communication. The Arduino is the slave. The PC sends requests to 

investigate variable memory addresses, to read bytes at memory addresses or to write bytes to other 

memory addresses. The Arduino replies with the values, addresses or acknowledgments depending 

on the request issued. 

Starting from WawiLib 1.6.0, the Arduino can also send messages to the PC on its own initiative, this 

mechanism is used to support the WawSerialXXX.print() function. 

During serial communication, the maximum message size is determined by the Arduino core Libraries 

and the buffer sizes in the WawiLib library objects. If you run into limits related to your maximum 

serial message size, increment the maximum length of the Arduino Serial library and WawiLib will use 

these values as default settings. The default length of 64 bytes should be sufficient in most cases.  

In order to increase performance, you can also increase the buffers inside the WawiSerialUsb object 

in the Arduino, this can be done by overriding the default values during the construction of the 

WawiSerialUsb object: 

WawiSerialUsb WawiSrv(/*RX_BUF*/128,/*TX_BUF*/128,/*PR_BUF*/ 128); 
or 

WawiSerialUsbLight WawiSrv(/*RX_BUF*/128,/*TX_BUF*/128); 
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WawiSerialUsbLight is the light weight version of WawiLibUsb, it is smaller as it does not support 

.print() statements to send info from your sketch to the WawiLib-PC output window. 

WawiSerialUsbLight does not support breakpoings. 

The message buffers within WawiSerialUsb (and its counterparts for WiFi and Ethernet) can be larger 

than the internal Arduino buffers for a protocol. For example an Arduino Serial buffer on a Mega 

2560 is typically 64 bytes. Data telegrams are split into packages by the software if the internal 

Arduino buffers are too small compared to the WawiLib message buffers. During initialization, 

WawiLib-PC reads the sizes of the buffers on the Arduino side to make sure that Arduino and PC are 

on the same page. Both Arduino protocol and WawiLib object buffers are investigated during startup. 

3 The WawiLib variable grid 

3.1 Declaration type of a variable can differ from its displayed format. 

In the Arduino processor, all variables are stored as series of bytes in memory. Whether you declare 

a variable as char or as float, both of them are stored as a number of bytes in the Arduino memory. 

The difference between float and char is very relevant once you compile the Sketch because the 

compiler needs to know the type of variable in order to translate your source code to the right CPU 

instructions. 

WawiLib reads the byte(s) directly in the memory of the Arduino and puts them in the grid table. The 

type of formatting is determined by what you select in the WawiLib “Format” column. So, a char 

variable can be displayed as an integer and an integer variable can be displayed as a series of 

characters. 

 Start WawiLib on your PC and fill in the table as below. 

 Press “Setup()” 

 You can fill in the variable names manually or use drag & drop from the tree. 

 

Fig 3.1. WawiLib with display of demoChar in various formats. 
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 Reduce the width of the “Recorder” column to 0 by dragging the right-hand column to the 

left. 

 => Note: there is a “Reset Vieuw” option available in case you are lost in the UI. 

 

Fig 3.2. Reset view option of WawiLib user’s interface 

In this example, the same USB interface is used for programming the Arduino and to communicate 

with WawiLib. Therefore, you cannot download your sketch to your board if WawiLib is online. In the 

same way, if you open a serial output window in the Arduino IDE, the Arduino IDE will claim the USB 

interface of your board and WawiLib will no longer be able to go online. So: during download, 

WawiLib needs to be offline in order to release the USB programming interface and vice versa. 

If you want Arduino-IDE serial output and WawiLib communication at the same time, you can use 

another (serial or other) interface on your board for WawiLib. There are a number of USB to serial 

converters on the market. These interface converters can convert Arduino TTL logic to serial USB 

signals. The USB interface converter plugs into one of your PC’s USB ports.  

The Mega 2560, for example, has 3 additional serial interfaces. SoftSerial and USB-native (Arduino 

DUE) are also supported by WawiLib. There is a tutorial explaining the details to be taken into 

account using USB to serial converters on www.sylvestersolutions.com. 

In fig. 3.3, you see the WawiLib screen after filling in the grid wit a variety of variables. You see that 

the default interface was added and the actual values are displayed in the selected format. On the 

right-hand side, you see the address of the variable, its size and the array count. In the last column, 

you see the status of the last variable read and recording operation. 
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Fig 3.3. WawiLib grid with a variety of variables and arrays of variables. 

 

3.2 The column “Interface/Arduino ID” 

In the column “Interface/Arduino ID”, you can see the name of the interface and the name of the 

board. If you have only 1 board connected to WawiLib, this column will be automatically filled in 

when you go online. If not, you can fill in the name of the interface manually (ser1 in this case) or 

click right and select the right interface from the menu. 

If your boards are online, the menu will show the name you gave to the board in the line 

WawiSrv.begin(“name”) of your sketch. In the figure below, I connected an additional Arduino Uno 

to my USB which was given the name “My Arduino Uno” whereas my Mega2560 has the name “My 

Arduino”.  

 

Fig 3.4. WawiLib Interface selection if linked to multiple Arduinos at the same time. 

3.3 The column “Arduino variable name” 

In the column “Arduino variable name”, you enter the name of the variable you are interested in. The 

names are case sensitive. WawiLib supports arrays and struct fields. You can use [] to address an 

individual element in an array and [X..Y] to address a range of elements. If the requested range is too 

large for the communication protocol maximum message size, use a smaller range. The limitations 

are on the range requested and not on the size of the array as it is defined in your sketch. So 

demoVar [1000..1010] could be OK whereas demoVar[0..1000] is not. 

3.4 The columns “Actual value” and “Format” 

In the column ‘Actual value’, the actual value of the variable is displayed in accordance with the 

requested format in the ‘Format’ column. Multiple elements of an array will be separated by a ‘;’. 
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Fig 3.5. WawiLib variable display format selection. 

 

Values can be displayed in various formats: 

 bit (BIT), e.g. 0b010’000  

 character format (CHAR), e.g. H, \STX, \045 

 hexadecimal format (HEX), e.g. 0x48 

 signed or unsigned int format(INT/UINT), e.g. 101 

 string format (STRING), e.g. Hello world. 

 floating point (FLOAT/ DOUBLE) e.g. 3.5e-5 

 

Arrays need to be 0-terminated in order to display them as a string. The index range selected [x..y] 

needs to include the location of the 0 end-of-string terminator. If not, WawiLib will indicate “STR FMT 

ERR” (string format error) for the actual value of the variable when displayed as string. 

You do not need to select a format for each variable individually, you can select multiple rows and 

then click right to define the format for all variables. The same goes for other settings (interface 

types, recorders etc.). 
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3.5 The column “Write value” 

In the write value column, you enter a new target value for a variable.  

- Enter the value 0x12 as new value for demoCharAr[0] as indicated in the next figure. 

 

Fig 3.6. Enter 0x12 as new value for demoChar on line 1. 

Write jobs can be triggered in multiple ways: 

- Using the toolbar above the grid, press the icon “Write All”. 

- Using right click on the grid and selecting “Write row” or “Write All”. 

- Using the shortcuts CTRL+W (Write row) or ALT+W (Write all). 

- Pressing the “Enter” key while selecting the “Write value” field when the mode “Autowrite” 

is activated. 

 

 

Fig 3.7. Trigger write row to write to set 0x12 as new value for demoChar. 
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You can see if WawiLib was able to write by checking the test in the output window. All write 

jobs will result in a status message in the output window if the option “Display diagnostics 

messages” is enabled. (Click right in the output window and enable this option in the pop-up 

menu if required.) 

“Autowrite” can be enabled by using the “WawiLib user Preferences and license” dialog box. This 

dialog box is available under the menu “Settings/Preferences and license”.  

 

Fig. 3.8. How to enable “Autowrite”. 

If you check “Enter” key in “write value” column field triggers write of single variable, 

“Autowrite” will be enabled. 

Write values have the same value format as their read counterparts. Format checks are done 

before writing. If the format of the entered value is not ok, a status message in the output 

window will indicate the nature of the problem.  
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3.5.1 Write bit format (BIT) 

The figure below illustrates the use of BIT format. Some variables are more than 1 byte long. Writing 

multiple bytes is done leaving a space between the 8-bit values. The 8-bit values can be preceded by 

‘0b’ but this is not mandatory. A single quote (‘) can be used to separate between the nibbles (nibble 

= series of 4 bits) to make values more readable. 

If the write value is incomplete, WawiLib will try to complete the value; the input value "1 1" will be 

translated to 0b0000’0001 0b0000’0001 as will "0’1 0’1" but the input value "01" will be flagged 

illegal writing a 2-byte variable in the Arduino. 

In order to get confirmation of your write operations in the output window, you need to enable the 

option “Display diagnostics messages” by clicking right in the output window (bottom window). 

 

Fig. 3.9. Bit write formatting. 

3.5.2 Write hexadecimal format (HEX) 

In the figure below (see tracing output window), the fact that 0x was forgotten when writing the 

value hex 12 is not a problem as WawiLib knows that the format of the output field is HEX. However, 

writing the value of Z as a hexadecimal value is illegal. 

 

Fig. 3.10. Bit Hex formatting. 
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3.5.3 Write integer format (INT/UINT) 

Writing of (signed) integers (INT) and unsigned integers (UINT) is straightforward and does not need 

further detailing. 

 

Fig. 3.11. Integer formatting. 

Note: 

In the table above you see demoFloat represented as an INT and written with the value 78. On line 9 

you can see the result if the 4-byte value is interpreted as a mantisse + exp value, that is the internal 

representation of a float. You get a floating point value of 1.09e-43! 

If you tell WawiLib to visualise the variable demoFloat, it means that WawiLib has to take this 4 byte 

memory location an see it as a type indicated in the “format column” regardeless of what you have 

defined in your Sketch. 

3.5.4 Write floating point format (FLOAT / DOUBLE) 

WawiLib supports different formats of floating-point variables. You can use scientific notation (1.25e-

1) or standard notation (0.125).  

Depending on the platform, the size of a double variable in the Arduino can be 4-byte (MEGA) or 8-

byte (DUE). WawiLib is able to differentiate between the 2 floating point variable types. Therefore, if 

you connect a MEGA2560 to WawiLib, double and float formatting are identical (4 byte), but if you 
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use a DUE, float will differ from double representation. 

 

Fig. 3.12. Floating point formatting. 

3.5.5 Write character format (CHAR) 

 

Fig. 3.12. Char formatting. 
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Characters input supports multiple input formats. Variables larger than 1 character can be written. 

The number of characters must match the length of the variable. You can see the size of the variable 

in the last column of the grid. Writing to arrays of non CHAR data types is supported. 

WawiLib supports character input in different formats: 

 Literal value, e.g. ABCD. 

 ASCI code  for all digits, e.g. \065,\066,\067,\068  (=ABCD). 

 Code for special characters in the range 0..31, e.g. \ETX,\NUL (capital case, see ASCII table 

below). 

 C Escape sequences, e.g. \r,\n,\t (lower case). 

Some values of the ASCII table cannot be displayed as a letter, because they have a special 

function. WawiLib character output has the following precedence for displaying character values: 

 Literal value, e.g. A. 

 C Escape sequences, e.g. \r.  

 Operand code for special characters in the range 0..31, e.g. \STX\ETX\NUL (! capital case). 

 WawiLib ASCI code  for all digits, e.g. \065. 

 

Fig. 3.12. Char formatting of arrays. 
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Fig. 3.13. Ascii table. 

These values are represented in the format \... where … is an abbreviation of the function (example 

\STX). Alternatively can be used \ddd for values that have no symbol nor a special function (typically 

values above 127 (example \145 or \064): 

3.5.6 Write string format (STRING) 

 

Fig. 3.14. Char formatting of strings (zero terminated char arrays). 
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Strings are typically arrays of characters, they will be treated in the next chapter. However, if you 

have a 4-byte variable, you can write a 3-character string + tailing 0 to this variable as on line 4. 

Characters in a string that are non digit will be displayed as '.'. If you want to see all characters in 

detail, switch to 'char' format. 

3.5.7 Writing arrays of values 

 

Fig. 3.15. Writing arrays of values. 

Array write values need to be separated in default by a ‘;’ (except for char arrays and strings).  On line 

2 in the table above, you can see an example of a write to 3 array elements [2,3,4] using a single 

value ABC in the write value column. 

String variables can be written using plain text as you can see in the table below. Do not forget that 

the receiving array must also be able to contain the 0 character at the end of the string. WawiLib will 

automatically add the 0 character when writing to a variable represented in string format. 
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Fig. 3.16. Writing arrays of values. 

4 Further reading 
This demo demonstrates how to read and write variables with WawiLib. Variables of different sizes 

can be read and written in various formats. Arrays and parts of arrays can also be read and written. 

Special attention is required when reading and writing strings as they have to be zero terminated. 

Char formats are supported in multiple forms.  

Recording of variables can be executed “on change”, “on timer” or both.  Recording can also be done 

with one file per hour or per day to make the generated files more manageable. WawiLib supports 

links via the USB programming interface, WiFi, cabled Ethernet, hardware serial, software serial and 

via USB to serial converters. 

I hope you enjoyed this demo. Visit us on www.sylvestersolutions.com for more demos. 


